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USF St. Petersburg Hosts National Synesthesia Conference
Filed under Press Releases, College of Arts and Sciences on Tuesday, January 16, 2007 by Author: Erika LLenza.

The Sixth Annual National Meeting of the American Synesthesia Association is Friday, Jan. 26 through Sunday, Jan. 28 in Davis Hall. Synesthesia, which means
joined senses, is a neurological condition in which two or more bodily senses are combined that occurs in approximately one in 2,000 people.
Mike J. Dixon, Ph.D., chair of Behavioral Neuroscience at the University of Waterloo and noted scholar in the field, is the conference keynote speaker. He will
present some of his most recent work, found in his paper "Of Blue Twos and the Purple Edges of June: Investigations of Grapheme-Colour and Time-Space
Synaesthesia."
"For centuries people who taste shapes, see numbers in colors, or feel sounds were told they were either delusional or fakes," said Eric Odgaard, associate
professor of psychology. "It is only in the last decade that the condition has been authenticated through the use of neuroimaging and scientific investigation."
Odgaard studies cross-modal perception, in particular, the different ways in which vision and hearing interact. His research on synesthesia has focused on the
perceptual reality of the synesthetic experience.
"When someone experiences a color in response to seeing a number, for instance, the color aspect is as real a component of the number as its shape, size, and
meaning," he said.
Other scheduled presenters include: David Eagleman, neuroscientist at Baylor College of Medicine; Isabel Wünsche, art historian and Russian Avant-Garde expert
from International University Bremen; and Pat Duffy, author, and Carol Steen, artist and academic, two synesthetes who helped co-found the American
Synesthesia Association and who explore synesthesia though their creations.
The conference is being hosted by the College of Arts and Sciences and Eric Odgaard, Ph.D. A complete schedule of presenters, conference abstracts, and
registration information can be found at www.synesthesia.info.
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